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Liner Trade 
Q1 Why did fourth quarter lifting volume undercut previous guidance? 

A1 Customers tend to accumulate inventory in the fiscal fourth quarter, but that tendency was less 

pronounced this year. The US Department of Commerce reports inventory-to-sales ratio data, 

which indicates the number of months required to consume inventory. Last year the figure was 1.3, 

but this year it is only around 1.1–1.2. Going forward, inventory levels should increase through 

summer and toward Christmas, and the recent trend of inventory downsizing should revert to one 

where customers are worried about not having enough inventory, partly owing to the earthquake’s 

impact. 

 

Q2 Your fiscal 2011 (i.e., FY12/3) freight rate assumptions are basically those from fiscal 2010. Is 

this a conservative outlook? Also, how far along are freight rate negotiations in North America? 

Are freight rate levels higher than you expected? 

A2 Current freight rates are higher than our fiscal 2011 assumptions for North American routes, 

but lower than our assumptions for European routes. So our outlook is not conservative but rather 

reflects the actual situation. As of April 27, North American freight rate negotiations are roughly 

50% complete. Negotiations have been tough and freight rates are flat year on year for those large 

customers that we have completed talks with, but we are still working hard on negotiations with the 

remaining half. The North American bound BAF recovery rate is high at approximately 80%, and 

the April 1 revision also had an impact, so current freight rates exceed our assumptions. 

 

Q3 For container vessels you assume a 10% year-on-year increase in space for North American 

and European routes. Have you taken into consideration supply adjustments such as vessel 

lay-ups? Do you plan to use all newly built vessels? 

A3 We expect cargo movement to grow 7–8% this year and plan to increase space by 10%. 

Global cargo movement grew roughly 15% through 2009–2010, but we only increased space by 

about 3%, so we have to adjust for that. We will not use all of our vessels. We plan to lend some to 

other companies, and if by some chance we experience a shortage, we will cover it with charters. 

 

Air Cargo Transportation / Logistics 
Q1 You explained that the earthquake would positively impact NCA’s profits but negatively impact 

your Logistics segment. Why the divergence? 

A1 NCA operates an air cargo transportation business focused primarily on North America. The 
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Logistics segment, however, encompasses all areas of logistics, including land transportation, with 

a primary focus on Asia, and its domestic cold storage warehouse operations have been 

somewhat affected by electric power cuts. 

 

Bulk Shipping 
Q1 Toyota Motor Corp. has announced that its production lines will resume full operations in 

November or December. Given this, is your assumption for car transportation volume appropriate? 

A1 Toyota announced on April 22 that domestic production would fully resume in November while 

overseas production would fully resume in December. We have checked directly with Toyota and 

confirmed that production levels will not suddenly jump from the current 50% to 100% in 

November and December. Rather, production levels will gradually increase toward 100% in 

November. Based on forecasts announced by each automaker, we revised our cargo volume 

assumption down by 310,000 vehicles from 3,080,000 vehicles (which we had included in our 

medium-term management plan) to 2,770,000 vehicles. One other automaker announced in its 

earnings presentations that it will be restoring production ahead of schedule, which is 

encouraging. 

 

Q2 What are your thoughts about the supply of car carriers? 

A2 Unlike during the post-Lehman crisis, we are now confident that transport volume will recover. 

During the post-Lehman crisis, we scrapped around 30 vessels and also redelivered or completely 

shutdown the engines (cold lay-up) of others. But we have no plans to take such measures this 

time. We will cut costs by reducing crew members, temporarily shutting down engines (hot lay-up), 

and operating vessels at reduced speeds. 

 

Q3 You expect fiscal 2011 profits in Bulk Shipping to decline by ¥43.9 billion year on year. Can you 

please break this down by division? 

A3 The car carrier division’s profits will decline by about ¥10 billion owing to the earthquake’s 

impact, the tanker division’s profits will drop by a few billion yen, and the rest is the decline for the 

dry bulk carrier division. 

 


